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“Have you ever seen a whale?
What do whales look like? How big are they?
What can they do? Where do they live?
Would you like to go in a boat to watch the whales?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Locate contractions:  couldn't  where's

•   Develop visual discrimination:  then/they/them

•   Locate compound words:  lifejackets  into  onto  today

•  Check concept of direction – left and right.  

•   Use exclamation mark for expression and enjoyment.

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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          The whale watchers went onto  
    .their big boat
            First they put on their lifejackets  

    .and their hats
          Then they sailed out into the

.deep  sea
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          Some of the whale watchers looked
        . to the left for whales

          .Some people looked to the right
"         ?"  Where are the whales today

  .they asked
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          .Suddenly a big whale jumped up
        .It made an enormous splash

"             ," That one must be the Father Whale
      .shouted the whale watchers

"         !"Look at his enormous tail
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